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Patent Agents

Introduction
This can be a lucrative career after higher studies in any science subject, if you can grasp a concept and write about it. There is a need of many registered Agents in India of which there are only 1626 on 1st April 2010 according to the list published by the Office of the Controller General of Patents, Designs & Trademarks.
You have to pass the India Patent Agent Examination to become a Registered Patent Agent in India.
This is a life long professional qualification. You have to pay maintenance fees to keep it valid for up to 10 years at one time. This permits you to draft all necessary documents for approval before the Indian Patent Office.
Trademarks and copyright registrations also partially come under this.

What is a patent
A patent is a set of absolute rights granted by a National Government to an inventor for a limited period of time for an invention. It can be a new item or gadget, or even a process. Only an idea cannot be patented if there is no concrete process to realize it.
Research and innovations need to be protected for some time so their owners can earn some profit on their labors.
A patent gives legal rights to the holder to sell or lease the product or to prosecute anyone using it without his permission during the protection term.

All the actual processes have to be documented exactly detailing all the steps and requirements before the patent is granted. This is where a skilled agent is needed.

**Term of patent**

Normally a patent is effective for a period of 14 years from the date of application subject to the payment of renewal fees.

But when it is related to food, medicine or drug, it is 5 years from the date of selling of patent or 7 years from the date of patent whichever is shorter.

**Patent Management**

Research and innovation is happening in a big way in India today. According to Technology Information, Forecasting and Assessment Council (TIFAC) every year the electronic industry files at least 600 applications. “There are entrepreneurs who want good advice on the global patent scenario, but there isn’t much of that available” says a TIFAC official.

Indian firms, especially small and medium enterprises, desperately need more and better agents, qualified in the sciences, to make the most of their research.

Indian Patent Office receives more than 40000 (approx) applications every year.

The rules and the time limit for patents differ from country to country. Usually a patent is valid only in the granting country. But now in the global economic cooperation, countries are joining hands to make patent eligible across nations.

India is now a signatory to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. It means that once a valid patent has been filed in India the innovation is valid in 150 countries.

Indian patent agents need to liaise with patent examiners from the US, Europe and China. Thus, it is necessary for agents to be able to deal with foreign examiners, who are well versed in technology.
The main goal of patent management is obtaining and maintaining patents. This process involves various technical, legal and business skills.

What is a Patent Agent

There is no limit to patents anyone can hold, but there is a set process to go about it. The Patent agents help people with the process.

An application for a patent in the prescribed form along with the prescribed fee has to be filed in appropriate office. It has to be accompanied with written detailed documents.

Writing a patent is a craft, requiring both intelligence and rigor.

A badly drafted patent destroys the value of the item. This is where an agent with suitable education counts. A biology person will not be able to draft an engineering process, and an engineer will not be able to grasp the medicinal requirements of a drug.

Meticulousness is very important. Before drafting, agents search through heaps of data on already filed patents. This confirms whether the innovation is bona fide to be patented and is not an infringement upon an already existing patent elsewhere.

An inventor needs to know whether and how his invention can be globally patentable.

All this means hard work and an agent can be busy for a month or more writing one draft.

In the patent agent’s work, he or she negotiates patent agreements, as well as drafting them, and prepares documents for processing and filing. The patent agent may liaison with both product developers and their legal team to make sure filing is done properly.

A patent agent may also be involved in prosecution or may be involved in the long-term management of a client’s patent portfolio.

Hence he may work with developers, the business team, other patent agents and patent attorneys. In addition to a thorough knowledge of local rules and the Manual of Patent Examination Procedure (MPEP), the he must know the rules, regulations, and documents associated with the International Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT).

To be a registered agent one must pass the Indian Patent Examination.
Jobs
Consulting Firms hire agents with a technology background, including PhDs and scientists. Some firms handle more than 150 applications from clients (including many small businesses) every year. And the number is increasing.

Their key task is patent drafting, but there are other activities as well, including prosecution, litigation and tracking management.

Patent Agents are employed in most of the corporate having R & D background to check the inventions developed, infringement activities of their routine procedures etc.

An agent can freelance too as consultant to various companies.
He can join as academician in institutes teaching Patent Law.
He can join as Patent Examiners / Patent Analysts with the IP Offices

Remunerations
A patent agent could charge anything between $1,500 and $5,000 for an end-to-end solution relating to a patent grant in India. In the US, for example, a patent agent’s service ranges from $10,000 to $40,000 based on technology and it may go up to $100,000.

The Examination
Controller General of Patents & Trademarks conducts the examination under the Section 126 of the Patent Act.

Patent Agent or Patent Attorney Examination: Ministry of Commerce and Industry (Govt. of India) conducts Examination through Patent Offices at New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai twice in the months of May and November.


The qualifying examination consists of the following papers and 300 marks-
- Paper I – Patent Act and Rules - 100 Marks
- Paper II- Drafting and interpretation of
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Patent specification and other documents- 100 Marks
Viva voce – 100 Marks

To pass this exam one should get minimum 50% marks in each subject and in total 60% marks aggregate.

Eligibility

To qualify for the examination a person must be
(a) A citizen of India;
(b) Over the age of 21 years
(c) Having a degree in science, engineering or technology from any established university in the territory of India or other equivalent qualifications as the Central Government may specify in this behalf.
And
(d) He should pay the prescribed fee.

Documents to submit:

An attested copy of proof of age of at least of 21 years;
Copy of the certificate of a degree in science, engineering or technology from any university/institute.

One Character Certificate in original from a person of responsible capacity (e.g. Any Gazetted Officer from the Central Government or State Government, Heads of Educational Institutes or Autonomous bodies etc).

Two copies of self attested passport size photographs.

Two Specimen Signatures in a sheet of paper.

Cheque or draft for the fee.

Addresses and Names of the Contact Persons of the Intellectual Property Offices

http://www.patentoffice.nic.in/ipr/patent/patents.htm

Controller General of Patents, Designs & Trade Marks

Bhoudhik Sampada Bhavan,
Near Antop Hill Head Post Office,
S.M. Road, Antop Hill, Mumbai-400037,
Phones : 022-24123311 022-24123311 Fax : 022-24123322
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Web site: www.ipindia.nic.in

Patent Offices

Kolkata
The Patent Office,
Intellectual Property Office Building,
CP-2 Sector V, Salt Lake City, Kolkata-700091,
Phone: 23671945, 1946, 1987, FAX-033-2367-1988,
Email: kolkata-patent@nic.in

Chennai
The Patent Office,
Intellectual Property Office Building, G.S.T. Road,
Guindy, Chennai-600032,
Phone: 044-22502081-84, FAX: 044-22502066,
Email: chennai-patent@nic.in

Delhi
The Patent Office,
Intellectual Property Office Building,
Plot No. 32, Sector 14,
Dwarka, New Delhi-110075
Phone: 011-28034304 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting 011-28034304 end_of_the_skype_highlighting
FAX: 011-28034301, 28034302
Email: delhi-patent@nic.in

Mumbai
Patent Office
Boudhik Sampada Bhawan, S.M. Road,
Near Antop Hill Post Office, Antop Hill, Mumbai - 400 037.
Phone: 24137701, 24141026, 24150381, 24148165, 24171457
FAX: 24130387
EMAIL: mumbai-patent@nic.in
Designs Wing of the Patent Office

The Patent Office (Designs Wing),
Intellectual Property Office, CP-2 Sector V,
Salt Lake City, Kolkata 700091

Phone No. 033-23671945-46, 23671987 FAX-033-23671988,
Email: kolkata-patent@nic.in

Note: Application for Design can also be received by any of the
Patent Office located at New Delhi, Chennai & Mumbai.

Trade Marks Registry

Office of the Trade Marks Registry,
Bhoudhik Sampada Bhavan, Near Antop Hill Head Post Office,
S.M. Road, Antop Hill, Mumbai-400037,
Email: tmrmum@bom5.vsnl.net.in

Kolkata

Trade Marks Registry,
Intellectual Property Office Building,
CP-2 Sector V, Salt Lake City, Kolkata 700091,
Phone: 033-23675975 033-23675975, 23672848, 23677307,
Fax: 033-23677311,
Email: tmrcalbr@cal2.vsnl.net.in

Delhi

Trade Marks Registry,
Intellectual Property Office Building,
Plot No. 32, Sector 14,
Dwarka, New Delhi 110 0075,
Phone: 011-28082915-16, Fax: 28082917,
Email: tmrdel@vsnl.net.in

Chennai

Trade Marks Registry,
Intellectual Property Office Building
IP Building, G.S.T. Road, Guindy, Chennai 600032,
Direct: 044-22502041 044-22502041
Tele-Fax: 044-22502042
Email: tmrchennai@nic.in
Ahmedabad
Trade Marks Registry,
National Chambers, 15/27, 1st floor, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009,
**Phone:** 079-26580567 079-26580567 , 26587193, **Fax:** 079-26586763,
**Email:** tmrahm@ad1.vsnl.net

Geographical Indications Registry
Geographical Indications Registry,
Intellectual Property Office Building,G.S.T. Road,
Guindy, Chennai 600032,
**Phone:** 044-22502091 - 93, 22502098,
**Fax:** 044-22502090 **Email:** gir-ipo@nic.in

After passing the examination the person has to submit a form for registration, along with prescribed fees. The Controller satisfies himself on all counts and then his name is entered in the register of patent agents.

**Courses and Institutes**

There are several institutes offering a variety of courses to help with the examination.

I could see several more names when I researched, but they simply wanted your money, there was no valid address or email upfront. Beware of such sites. If they are not giving their complete address, and have a free email for contact they may be fraudulent.

One main Government site - Institute of Patent Attorneys (IPAI) India, had a problem. I could not open it. Anyway, I have given the address as collected from other sources.

Many of these courses are online or distance ones. Go through the method of teaching, course material and see whether there is support for getting a job, before parting with your money.
All this information is correct as on July 2010.

1. **Intellecture**

Intellecture, a training division of Brain league is conducting online course for patent agent exam. This patent agent training program provides interactive **live online training** for viva.

**Course objective:**

To provide training for the Patent Agent Examination conducted by the Indian Patent Office.

Registration fee: Rs. 10,000/- (Rs. Ten thousand only)

Note: – The schedule for the course shall be provided on registration

**Contact Details:**

INTELLECTURE
Brain League IP Services
No.18, 2nd Floor, 5th A Cross,
J.P. Nagar II Phase,
Bangalore - 78.
Tel: 91-80-41489502/04

Email: contact@intellectureindia.com
http://www.intellectureindia.com/Patent_agent_course.html?_kk=patent%20agent%20exam&_kt=29dfda76-22ae-417f-954a-106360a942a6&gclid=CPz7N2nqaICFcpS6wodUVxzEA

**Trademark Agent Course**

Course objective: To provide training for the Trademark Agent Examination conducted by the Indian Trademark Registry.

Registration fee: Rs. 10,000/- (Rs. Ten thousand only)

Note: – The schedule for the course shall be provided on registration.

**Contact Details:**

INTELLECTURE
Brain League IP Services
No.18, 2nd Floor, 5th A Cross,
J.P. Nagar II Phase,
Bangalore - 78.
2. **Origiiin**

http://www.origiiin.com/patentagenttraining.htm

Origiiin IP Solutions LLP announces flexible options for training on Patent Agent Examination training:

1. **PAE-Complete™ (Classroom Training)**
   This is a classroom training program conducted by experienced Patent Attorneys and Patent Agents.
   - **Duration:** 35 hrs
   - **Fee:** 20,000 INR

2. **PAE-Distance™ (Distance Education)**
   This is a Distance Education Program wherein printed study material will be delivered at regular intervals to the candidates along with assignments. Candidates will solve the assignments and send it back for verification. This will be available from 1st July 2010.
   - **Fee:** 14,000 INR
   Participants opting for Distance Education can attend all class-room sessions with additional fee of 6000 INR

3. **PAE-Online™ (Online Tutorials)**
   Online tutorials are offered through the origiiin web site wherein a user can logon to the Web site and access all the study material online. Online tutorials are divided into three parts out of which candidates can choose any module (s) depending upon the requirement.

   **Module 1: Patent Act and Rules**
   - **Fee:** 8000 INR

   **Module 2:**
   - PCT, Patent Drafting, License Agreements, Tips for viva
   - **Fee:** 4000 INR
3. IIPTA

THE INDIAN INSTITUTE OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARK ATTORNEY OF INDIA (IIPTA) is a pioneering institute for Training and Education in intellectual rights in India. It has been established to increase the understanding and exploration of Intellectual property which includes patent rights, trademark,

1. Patent Agent Training Program

This is not just a training program about Indian Patent Law but includes industrial exposure to application of Law. We help you qualify the patent agent exam and provide you industrial exposure on various areas.

One batch will consist of 10 students only.
This course can also be taken as distance learning or e learning.
DURATION: 3MONTHS. Courses Fee Rs. 18,000
100% placement is provided to students qualifying the patent agent exam.

Application Form

Application form can be downloaded here. Please print out the form, complete it and send through courier along with DD of Rs 500 only in the favor of ‘Mabbit Communications Private Limited’ PAYABLE AT DELHI as registration fee.

Fees are also payable in two installments of Rs 10,000 and Rs.8,000 Only .First installment of date of joining and second after 15 days of training.

Send payment & completed application from to
37, 1st Floor, Defence Enclave, Main Vikas Marg , Delhi - 110092.
http://www.iipta.com/patent_agent_training_program.html

2. SIX MONTHS DIPLOMA IN PATENT MANAGEMENT.
One batch will consist of 10 students only.
This course can also be taken as distance learning or e learning.

Courses Fee   Rs. 50,000
100% placement assistance is provided to students after program.
http://www.iipta.com/sixmonths_diploma.html

3.Other COURSES - there are several other courses that you may check.

Click on the course

•6 MONTH INDUSTRIAL PROJECT IN BIOTECHNOLOGY
•PATENT AGENT TRAINING PROGRAM.
•3 MONTH INDUSTRIAL TRAINING IN PATENTS.
•2 MONTH SUMMER / WINTER TRAINING.
•COURSE ON THE BASICS OF PATENT DRAFTING
•INDUSTRIAL PROJECT IN BIOTECHNOLOGY AND IPR.
•PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WORKING EXECUTIVES .
4. **Shramworx**

**Training**
ShramWORX offers training programs based on your needs and customizes as per your specifications.

**Patent Agent Exam – ShramPrep FAST**
If you are an aspiring patent agent and want to understand the techniques for succeeding in the Indian Patent Agent examination then read more.

**Corporate Trainings**
ShramWORX offers training programs for the corporates offered at various skill levels:

**ShramExec** - for Executive Management, Senior Management, Entrepreneurs

**ShramResearcher** - for Middle Management (Technical Roles in Research \ Product companies), Scientists, Architects in corporate or academia.

**ShramAware** for Scientists, Engineers, Lawyers, HR, Finance, IT and Support To know more about these programs read more.

**Academic Trainings**
ShramWORX offers training programs for the the faculty and the students:
ShramFaculty - for Academic / Faculty If you are a Senior Professor, Lecturer, Research Analysts.

ShramBasics - for MSc, BTech, MTech, PhD Students To know more about these programs read more.

Address:
ShramWORX
A-201, Oceanus Freesia,
Opp. Trinity Meadows, Bellandur Main Road,
Bangalore – 560 103
Karnataka, INDIA

Email:
ritu@shramworx.com
info@shramworx.com

Mobile: +91 - 9844 7975 81 +91 - 9844 7975


5. TMP

TMP India Patent Agent Exam Training course is not a course where you are going to learn something and get a certificate of participation. This is a strict training and the objective is to enable you to master the India Patent Law to get through the exam easily. The Course runs for 75 days and out of that you have to write tests and revision exams for 45 days.

The tutorial will consist of Patent Act, Patent Rules, Patent Forms, Manual of Patent Practice and Procedure, Past Question Papers and their Answers, Important Sections and Rules from which questions are bound to be asked. This text material is written in simple English as far as possible and without using legal language as far as possible.

The sections, Rules and Forms will consist of Text material, Audio of the text and Video of the text. You view the video first, listen to the audio and then study the text material and answer the few questions asked from the particular section. We have devised the system in such a way that only after you correctly complete one section you can go to the next section. And only when you complete the Act, you can go to the Rules.
You will also receive an e-book with the above subjects in the text format so that you can have a back up in your computer if there is a problem in Internet connection or if our server is down. You can print out the material and have them spiral bound in three or four files and available handy for you.

You can download the audios of the course material and I encourage you to buy an MP3 player and listen to the audio as much as possible.

The coaching classes run for about 75 days or one day before the examination whichever is later.

You will have to write, two tests per week in the starting phase, 3 tests per week in the second month, 4 tests per week in the third phase and 5 tests per week from the 4th phase onwards. Each phase will be for 2 weeks.

From the 45th day you will start learning patent drafting and patent documentation like Assignment, Licensing, writing opinions etc and you will start writing them.

What do I mean by write the tests? Why do I insist on your writing rather than emailing me?

Most of us have forgotten how to write on a paper. In the Patent Agent examination you have to think very quickly and write very fast. **And you have to write for 5 hours in one day.** Many are not able to write the examination in time and fail. We are training you to get through.

You can join the course now. You need to complete all in about 75 days and then keep writing the revision Exams.

Remember you are studying for an examination. When you clear it you get a lifelong professional qualification. As you age, you will have more clients, more work and more income. There is no retirement unless you do not want to take work. A lifelong income is assured.

**Application Form:**

Application form can be downloaded here. Please print out the form, complete it and send through courier.

**Course Fee: Rs.25,000**

Fee is also payable in two installments of Rs.12,500, in two consecutive months.
How to pay:
Payment to be made through DD / Local Cheque payable to 'Janaki Natarajan' at 'Chennai'.

Address
TMPsearchers.com
H1/5, H1 Block, Tiruvalluvar Nagar,
Tiruvanmiyur,
Chennai - 600041
Tamil Nadu
India
Phone  +91 - 44 - 24516794 +91 - 44 - 24516794
Fax  +91 - 44 - 43042749
Course Faculty: Ramaswami Natarajan, Senthil Kumar B

6. Brainleague

Internship Program

Overview
Our Internship Program is aimed at teaching intellectual property skills to students and professionals having legal or technical background. The tenure of internship is generally four (4) to six (6) weeks.

Eligibility
A person seeking an Internship Program at Brain League must
Be a student of Law, Science or Technology; or a Legal or Patent professional; and have completed a taught course in intellectual Property (IP). OR
Must be a management student; or
Must be interested in marketing or sales.

Note: Patent Internships Program will be given to only persons having science or technology background.

How to apply?
You may apply for the Internship Program by filling the online application form. Please note that your Internship Program application will not be considered if all details in the application form are not provided. On receiving your application form, our internship co-ordinator will contact you if you are selected for the Internship Program.

**Current Research Projects**
- Comparative claim drafting;
- Patent Statistics and Analysis;
- International and Comparative Patent Law;
- International and Comparative Trademark Law;
- Settlements and Strategy;
- Open Source and Patent Risks; and
- Inventor Incentive program.

**Competitive Intelligence**

**Internship Program facilities and process**
Once a person is selected for an Internship Program with Brain League, a formal communication will be sent by the Internship Program coordinator. The communication will specify the start and end dates and details of the program.

Brain League will provide a desk and a computer for the intern. Interns are not allowed to bring their own laptops or any storage devices.

The Internship Program will involve the following activities:
- Research in the designated area of IP;
- Training on the chosen skill; and
- Presentation on a specified topic.

The intern must submit a progress report to the Internship incharge at the end of every week. On completion of the Internship Program, the intern will submit a completion report and a certificate will be given to the intern.

**Recruitment of interns**
Interns will be given preferential treatment during recruitment process. Most interns who have joined Brain league and performed well are today working with the Company.

**Contact Information**

Please contact the Internship Program co-coordinator for any queries.

Internship Co-coordinator: Ms. Vintee Mishra
Email address: intern@brainleague.com
Contact number: 91-80-41489502 (Extension: 208)

Address

Bangalore, India:
No.18, Second Floor, 5th A Cross Road, 24th Main Road, J. P. Nagar 2nd Phase, Bangalore - 560 078.

Tel: +91-80-41489502/4; +1-617-848-5917 +1-617-848-5917
Fax: +91-80-41489501
E-mail: contact@brainleague.com

7. **IP Academy**

IP ACADEMY (IPA) is a institute for Intellectual Property Advanced Studies in Hyderabad.

IPA is backed by prominent Patent Prosecution Law Firm VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS for giving training in prosecution techniques.

IPA is well equipped with upgraded IP material and state-of-the art teaching methods and techniques to make the students easy to understand the complexity of the examination pattern/course.

Address

D.N Rao and C. Raghuram
Cell 9848267573
42-839 II and III floors, Meghna Akash Arcade Moulati, Hyderabad, 500040
Ph. 040- 27162047 fax 27162065
8. **Global Institute of Intellectual Property (GIIP)**

http://www.giipinfo.com/

Global Institute of Intellectual Property (GIIP) has put together unique, international - standard, courses conducted by Indian and international IP practitioners, to provide comprehensive knowledge about types of Intellectual Property (IP), related statutes, the filing procedures, important case laws, infringement issues and strategies for protection with focus on the **US, EU and Indian IP laws and procedures**. The program is designed for science, engineering, law graduates, post graduates, PhDs, working professionals and corporate teams.

**Placement**

GIIP offers both internship and placement assistance and organizes campus recruitment programmes.

**Following GIIP Programs are available:**

**Post Graduate Programs**

1. **Post Graduate Diploma in Intellectual Property Rights and Patent Management** –

For science, engineering, technical graduates, post graduates and law & management graduates with technical qualifications (9 months, full time)

**Eligibility**

Graduates/Post-graduates/PhDs with science, engineering and other technical qualifications

Domain Experts, Research Scholars, Teachers and Professors

Legal Professionals (LL.B. & LL.M.) with technical background

Participants appearing for their final year/semester exam are also eligible to apply.

**Venue:** GIIP Centers at Delhi and Bangalore

Classes will be held from 10.00 AM to 3.30 P.M. (Monday to Friday)
**Registration Process**

- To register, download the application form
- Submit the filled-in application form along with your photograph and registration fee of Rs. 5,000/-, at GIIP’s office.
- Registration fee to be paid using Cheque/demand draft drawn in favor of ‘Global Institute of Intellectual Property Pvt. Ltd.’, payable at Delhi.
- The application form will be evaluated by GIIP’s Selection Committee for assessing the eligibility of the applicant.

**2. Post Graduate Certificate in Intellectual Property Law and Practice** - For technical, legal and management graduates, post graduates (3 months, full time)

**Eligibility**

- Attorneys in Law Firms, KPO’S, LPO’S
- Law Graduates (LL.B. & LL.M.)
- Legal Professionals engaged in IPR and Legal Cells
- Management Professionals
- Participants appearing for their final year/semester exam are also eligible to apply

**Registration Process**

- To register, download the application form. Submit the filled-in application form along with your photograph and registration fee of Rs. 5,000/-, at GIIP’s office.
- Registration fee to be paid by Cheque/demand draft drawn in favor of ‘Global Institute of Intellectual Property Pvt. Ltd.’, payable at Delhi.
- The application form will be evaluated by GIIP’s Selection Committee for assessing the eligibility of the applicant.

**Venue:** GIIP Centers at Delhi and Bangalore

Classes will be held from 10.00 AM to 3.30 P.M. (Monday to Friday)


**3. Executive Programmes**
Executive Post Graduate Programme in Patent Protection, Enforcement and Management - For science, engineering, technical graduates, law & management graduates with technical qualifications with minimum work experience of 1 to 2 years and post graduates, PhD holders with no work experience.

Click Here to Know More

4. Short Term Professional Programs

If you are a professional looking at sharpening your existing skills or develop a new skill set in the field of IP and Patents, opt for our short term courses. These courses are from basic, advance to expert levels.

The basic modules focus on different forms of Intellectual Properties, such as Copyrights, Trademarks, Geographical Indications, Plant Varieties, and Trade Secrets etc. These courses introduces each topic, explores similarities and differences in different forms of IP protection, related statutes, examples and case laws governing them, and remedies in case of infringement.


Expert level modules include Patent Prosecution and Claims Drafting

5. Diploma In Intellectual Property and patent law by national Law University Delhi, and GIIP

This one year Post Graduate Diploma program equips participants with knowledge of various forms of Intellectual Property and creates specific technical, legal and management skills related to protection, infringement and commercialization of respective Intellectual Property.

This unique program provides comprehensive knowledge of the laws and process associated to different forms of Intellectual Property Right (Patents, Trademarks, Copyrights, Geographical Indications, Trade Secrets, etc.), including seeking protection, maintenance, remedies against infringement, national and international IPR protection system, IP licensing, IP valuation, etc. The program will build proficiency and help understand
and appreciate differences between Indian, US and European patent law

Eligibility

Graduates / Post Graduates / Ph.D holders with science, engineering or law degrees.
Working Professionals, Lawyers, Scientists, etc
Domain Experts, Inventors and Professionals dealing with IP and Patents issues.
Final year (under-graduate) students from science, engineering and law are also eligible to apply

Duration: One year (Saturday classes; 9.30 AM to 5.30 PM)

Program Venue: National Law University, Sector 14, Dwarka, New Delhi

Registration

Download admission forms or write to us at admissions@giipinfo.com.
Hard copy application forms can be collected from the NLU campus or GIIP office.

Address:

45, FF, OKhla Industrial Estate Phase III,
New Delhi – 110 020
Phone: +91-11-3088 4000/ 01/ 02
Mobile: +91-98997 55902
Fax: +91-11-3088 4034
Email: giip.delhi@giipinfo.com
http://www.giipinfo.com/

Bangalore Address:

Site No. 6, TMR Towers, Level 3
Thubarahalli (500 meter from Kundanhalli Gate on Varthur
9. **Academy of Intellectual Property Studies,**

Online Guide for Indian Patent Agents Examination

This program is designed to assist all those taking the patent agents exams.

**This is on a correspondence basis,** and requires the participants to attempt the question papers forwarded by AIPS. The submissions are then evaluated by AIPS, and returned with the grades, corrections and suggestions.

**Duration :** 4 weeks Fee Rs.7,000.

**Commenence Ongoing registrations** the participant can register as per his convenience.

Patent Agent Examination Training Course

http://www.aips.ac.in/workshops/Contact_Sessions.htm

**Post Graduate Diploma in Patent Management**

**Introduction to Law and Indian Legal System:** The course provides an overview of the Indian and international legal system and the basic terms and concepts of law. As the course expects no prior legal knowledge it provides the introduction to statute interpretation, case law analysis etc. It examines the judicial structure and common law principles applicable to India.

**Duration of the Program: One year on weekends only.**

**Classes will be held on- Saturday: 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.**

**Admission Procedure:**

Application form can be downloaded from our website. The selection procedure will include an interview of the candidate.

**Address**
10. **Institute of Patent Attorneys (IPAI) India,**

New Delhi

Institute of Patent Attorneys, India (IPAI) provides contact class and correspondence course on professional training in Intellectual Property Rights for candidates to appear for India Patent Agents Examination conducted by Ministry of Commerce and Industry (Govt. of India) through Patent Offices and obtaining qualifications necessary to practice as a Patent Agent under the Patent Act and Rules.

- Fee Rs. 25,000 – Contact Class;
- Fee Rs. 15,000 – Correspondence Class.

They promise 100% JOB Placement

**Address**

THE INSTITUTE OF PATENT ATTORNEYS,
D-999, PALAM EXTN. SECTOR-7, DWARKA,
NEW DELHI-110077.

TEL: 011 32448503 011 32448503
Mobile : 098103 95199 098103
Email: ipaidirector@gmail.com
Web: [http://www.ipai.in/](http://www.ipai.in/)

11. **Indian Patent Agent Examination Book**

Description: This book aims to provide students as well as professionals an overview of the patents system and relevant study material for qualifying in the Patent Agent Examination. It explains in detail the Indian Patent Act and Rules, licensing agreements and how to draft them,
petitions, fees, timelines and forms. Besides, the book contains model answers to previous years' question papers and tips on the viva voce, which is the final frontier. Students should be well versed with the Indian Patent Act and Rules to qualify in the Patent Agent Examination; therefore, all Sections and Rules have been explained simply and in a consolidated table, and the model answers to the previous years' questions given in the book have been drafted in consultation with patent law experts. The book will be an immensely valuable resource to both professional Patent Agents and those who aspire to make a career in the complex but fascinating world of patents.

Table of contents

Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 2. Patentable Inventions
Chapter 3. Procedure of Applying for a Patent
Chapter 4. Documents for submission
Chapter 5. Patent Prosecution
Chapter 7. Opposition and Revocation
Chapter 8. Working of Patents and Compulsory Licensing
Chapter 9. Powers of the Controller
Chapter 10. Penalties and Secrecy Directions
Chapter 11. Access to Patent Information
Chapter 12. Infringement and Defences
Chapter 13. Model Answers to Previous Year Question Papers
Chapter 14. Viva-voce

Appendices
Appendix A - Table Containing Sections & Corresponding Rules, Time Lines, Forms and Fees
Appendix B - Patents Act, 1970
Appendix D - Patent Co-operation Treaty
Appendix E - List of Abbreviations
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